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The Role of Vortex Shedding
in the Trailing Edge Loss of
Transonic Turbine Blades
The loss of square, round, and elliptical turbine trailing edge geometries, and the mecha-
nisms responsible, is assessed using a two-part experimental program. In the first part, a
single blade experiment, in a channel with contoured walls, allowed rapid testing of a
range of trailing edge sizes and shapes. In the second part, turbine blade cascades with a
subset of sizes of the trailing edge geometries tested in part one were evaluated in a
closed-loop variable density facility, at exit Mach numbers from 0.40 to 0.97, and exit
Reynolds numbers from 1.5� 105 to 2.5� 106. Throughout the test campaign, detailed
instantaneous Schlieren images of the trailing edge flows have been obtained to identify
the underlying unsteady mechanisms in the base region. The experiments reveal the
importance of suppressing transonic vortex shedding, and quantify the influence of this
mechanism on loss. The state and thickness of the blade boundary layers immediately
upstream of the trailing edge are of critical importance in determining the onset of tran-
sonic vortex shedding. Elliptical trailing edge geometries have also been found to be
effective at suppressing transonic vortex shedding. For trailing edges that exhibit tran-
sonic vortex shedding, a mechanism is identified whereby reflected shed shockwaves
encourage or discourage vortex shedding depending on the phase with which the shocks
return to the trailing edge, capable of modifying the loss generated.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4041307]

Introduction

Blunt trailing edges, often present behind turbine blades for
thermal, mechanical, or manufacturing reasons, are known to shed
vortices and form Von K�arm�an vortex street wakes [1,2]. At
Mach numbers between 0.5 and 1.0, shockwaves have been
observed to be shed with each shed vortex [3,4]. Figure 1 shows a
typical Schlieren image of vortex shedding behind a round trailing
edge at Mach 0.65. While much is known about the influence of
the trailing edge shape and boundary layers on subsonic trailing
edges [1,5,6], less information is available on transonic trailing
edges, which is the focus of the present work.

Denton [7] stated that trailing edges typically contribute 1/3rd
of the profile loss of turbine blades, though figures as high as 70%
of the profile losses have been recorded for certain blade designs
[8]. We will show that when transonic vortex occurs, it is a domi-
nant loss generating mechanism.

We first provide, using Schlieren images from the present
work, and referring to the work of Sieverding et al. [9], a detailed
description of vortex shedding and the formation of shed shock-
waves. Figure 2 shows a series of close-up images at equal inter-
vals through a vortex shedding cycle, for the same trailing edge
and Mach number as Fig. 1 (round, Mach 0.65, te/o¼ 7.8%).
These images are taken from a set of over 100 such images, taken
at random time intervals, and placed in order by measuring the
positions of the shockwaves.

The shear layers, originating from the separation points on
either side of the trailing edge, alternately expand into the base

region, and roll up to form vortices. This expansion is accompa-
nied by an inward motion of the shear layer, highlighted by the
arrows in images 2 and 5 of Fig. 2. The forming vortex will con-
tinue to grow until it reaches a critical size, when it will shed and
move away from the trailing edge, pushing the shear layer from
which it originated outward, as indicated by the arrows in images
3 and 6 of Fig. 2. This outward movement of the shear layer sends
a pressure wave upstream, through the expansion from which the
vortex originated. If, due to the small radius of curvature of the
flow around the trailing edge, the expansion into the base region is
supersonic, the upstream moving pressure wave will form a
shockwave that will then propagate out into the freestream, as

Fig. 1 Schlieren image of vortex shedding behind a round trail-
ing edge at Mach 0.65
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seen in Fig. 2. The potential presence of supersonic isentropic
Mach numbers in the alternate expansions into the trailing edge
region was confirmed using unsteady surface pressure measure-
ments around a round trailing edge by Sieverding et al. [9]. This
mechanism explains the presence of shockwaves in an otherwise
subsonic flow, demonstrating that vortex shedding, which exhibits
shed shockwaves, is transonic, involving both subsonic flow and
supersonic flow. To make a distinction, for the remainder of this
paper, vortex shedding involving supersonic expansions and the
resultant characteristic shed shockwaves will be referred to as
“transonic vortex shedding,” as opposed to “subsonic vortex
shedding,” which involves subsonic expansions and so no shed
shockwaves.

The present work aims to assess the influence of trailing edge
geometry, and the boundary layers present at the trailing edge,
on transonic vortex shedding. Trailing edge geometry is of inter-
est as there are unexplained differences between results in the
current literature such that minimum loss trailing edge geome-
tries for different trailing edge conditions (Mach number, Reyn-
olds number, and boundary layers) are hard to determine. For
example, Nash et al. [4] found that the base pressure of round
trailing edges was lower than that of square trailing edges at

Mach numbers over 0.55 (and thus the loss of round trailing
edges is higher), whereas Prust and Helon [10] found that
though the loss differences between square and round trailing
edges narrowed at Mach numbers over 0.55, the round trailing
edges still had lower loss. Therefore, during the present work, a
range of turbine representative sizes of square, round and also
elliptical trailing edges have been tested at typical turbine oper-
ating conditions, in order to assess the influence of trailing edge
geometry on the loss and flow structure behind turbine trailing
edges.

For subsonic vortex shedding, it is known that thicker boundary
layers relative to the trailing edge size reduce the trailing edge
loss [1,6,11]. Information on the effects of boundary layers on
transonic vortex shedding is, however, difficult to find in the liter-
ature, with the only extensive study known to the authors being
that of Sieverding and Heinemann [12], which focused on shed-
ding frequency rather than loss or base pressure. It will be shown
that some of the unexplained differences between results in the
prior literature, including the differences between Nash et al. [4]
and Prust and Helon [10], can be explained by the impact of dif-
ferent boundary layer thicknesses and states on the trailing edge
flow.

Fig. 2 Schlieren images spaced at equal time intervals around a vortex shedding cycle,
behind a round trailing edge (of te/o 5 7.8%) at Mach 0.65. Image 6 is a repeat image at the
same phase as image 1. Arrows indicate shear layer motion at key points.
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Approach

A two-step experimental program was devised to achieve the
aims of the work. First, following Sieverding [13], Xu and Denton
[14], Deckers and Denton [15], a single-blade experiment was
used, called the isolated trailing edge rig. Second, a four-passage
cascade for use in the Whittle Laboratory High Speed Tunnel was
designed, called the cascade rig. The first experiment was
designed to allow many trailing edges to be tested quickly, while
the second was used to test a subset of trailing edges under the
more turbine representative conditions of a cascade.

All tests used an 11 deg trailing edge wedge angle, representa-
tive of modern cooled turbine designs. Square, round, and ellipti-
cal trailing edges were tested in both rigs. All the elliptical trailing
edges tested had 2:1 major: minor axis ratios.

The trailing edges tested are compared using kinetic energy
(KE) loss coefficients calculated from mixed out quantities using
the below equation:

f ¼ Ek2is � Ek2mix

Ek2is

¼ 1� Ek2mix

Ek2is

¼ 1� ðT02mix � T2mixÞ
T01 � T2isð Þ (1)

Isolated Trailing Edge Rig. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the
isolated trailing edge rig. The rig consists of a single 3D printed
blade mounted between liners, powered by the transonic vacuum
facility originally designed by Xu and Denton [14]. Provision is
made for Schlieren images of the trailing edge flow, surface pres-
sure measurements on the blade, boundary layer traverses, and
line traverses through the wake at 42% of axial chord downstream
of the trailing edge. The liners are shaped to impose a pressure
distribution on the plate similar to that of a real turbine blade,
with different profiles on the top and bottom to mimic a pressure
and suction surface. Figure 4 shows the equivalent volume in a
cascade that the isolated trailing edge rig is designed to represent.
The key numerical parameters of the isolated trailing edge rig are
summarized in Table 1. For the isolated trailing edge rig, the
throat (o) is defined as the minimum distance between the liners
in the rig downstream of the trailing edge.

The exit traverse probe of the isolated trailing edge rig com-
bines a Pitot tube and a static tube on one stem, designed in
accordance with Ower and Pankhurst [16]. The total estimated
uncertainty in KE loss coefficients calculated using the traverse
probe data is Df¼60.001, based on the maximum discrepancy in
repeat measurements on the same trailing edge.

The Schlieren apparatus used to image the trailing edge flow
was a triple folded Z-type system, necessary to fit in the available
space. A LED flash light-source based on that of Willert et al. [17]
producing 1 ls flashes was used in conjunction with a CCD cam-
era to capture instantaneous images of the flow. It was found that
a vertical graded filter, which identifies horizontal density gra-
dients, was best for imaging the shockwaves and vortices of inter-
est. The same graded filter is used for all the Schlieren images
from the isolated trailing edge rig in the present work.

Figure 5 shows the range of eight sizes of round trailing edge
tested in the isolated trailing edge rig, and the nominal reference

sharp trailing edge. The nominal reference sharp trailing edge in
fact had a thickness of approximately 0.4% of throat, correspond-
ing to the minimum feature size of the 3D printing process used.
For square and elliptical trailing edges, a subset of the range of
sizes of round trailing edges were tested, summarized in Table 2.
The square and elliptical trailing edges are designed such that the
maximum thicknesses of the trailing edges are matched to those
of the round trailing edges, as per Fig. 6.

Cascade Rig. The cascade rig consists of a four-passage linear
cascade installed in the high-speed tunnel at the Whittle Labora-
tory. The high-speed tunnel is a continuous variable density facil-
ity, described by Gostelow and Watson [18]. Table 3 gives the
key details of the cascade rig.

To measure loss, midspan exit traverses were performed 25%
of axial chord downstream of the blades. This was done using a
Neptune probe, designed following Sieverding et al. [19]. This
probe was calibrated at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 1.10, yaw
angles between 620 deg, and Reynolds numbers (based on the
cascade nominal chord) from 1.4� 105 to 2.8� 106, using a cali-
bration process similar to that of Dominy and Hodson [20]. The
estimated uncertainty of KE loss coefficients for the cascade rig is
Df � 60.001 at cascade Reynolds numbers above 1� 106, rising
linearly with Reynolds number below Re2¼ 1� 106 to Df �
60.0025 at Re2¼ 1.5� 105.

Fig. 3 Diagram of the isolated trailing edge rig

Fig. 4 Diagram of equivalent volume in a cascade that the iso-
lated trailing edge rig is designed to represent

Table 1 Isolated trailing edge rig details

Trailing edge (TE) Mach number (Mte) 0.30–0.95
Inlet Mach number (M1) 0.27–0.30
Blade Reynolds number (Re2) 0.6� 106 to 1.4� 106

Max blockage (temax/o) 7.8%
TE wedge angle 11 deg
Chord/throat (te/o, “Sharp” blade) 2.5
Blade aspect ratio 0.33
Inlet turbulence (Tu) 6%

Fig. 5 Range of round trailing edges tested in the isolated trail-
ing edge rig
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Due to space restrictions around the high-speed tunnel, a com-
pact Newtonian on-axis Schlieren system was used. This system
is anastigmatic, allowing the use of a colored filter to image both
horizontal and vertical density gradients. An example of the filter
used is included in the top right corner of each Schlieren image
presented of the cascade. In common with the isolated trailing
edge rig, this apparatus again used the 1 ls LED flash light-source
combined with a color CCD camera.

In the cascade rig, two sizes each of square, round, and ellipti-
cal trailing edges were tested, shown on Fig. 7. These sizes were
16.2% and 8.1% of throat; these values are rounded to 16% and
8% on figures to save space.

Transonic Vortex Shedding Shockwave Interference

First in the isolated trailing edge rig, and later in the cascade
rig, an unexpected phenomenon of reflected shockwaves interfer-
ing with vortex shedding behind square and round trailing edges
was observed. Shockwave interference effects were first noticed
through the appearance of peaks and troughs in the loss coeffi-
cients of square and round trailing edges, when plotted against
Mach number, as shown on Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows a sequence of six images equally spaced
through a shedding cycle of the te/o¼ 7.8% round trailing edge at
an exit Mach number of 0.737, near the second peak of the KE
loss coefficient data for this trailing edge on Fig. 8. Tracking the
shockwaves around the cycle from image to image, it is found that
a shockwave shed from the suction surface reflects off the outer
wall suction surface liner (the lower liner), and returns at just the
right moment to cross the wake and combine with the shockwave
forming on the pressure side two cycles later (i.e., it returns to the
trailing edge region with a phase lag of 2.5 cycles). The same is
true with the sides reversed for shockwaves shed from the pres-
sure side (upper side). The returning shockwave arrives at the
trailing edge at just the moment a vortex sheds and the shear
layers switch direction such that the motion of the returning
shockwave is in phase with the motion of the trailing edge shear
layers. This encourages vortex shedding, thereby causing a peak
in kinetic energy loss, as observed on Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows a similar sequence of images to Fig. 9 for the
same te/o¼ 7.8% Round trailing edge at a higher trailing edge
Mach number of 0.80. Mach 0.80 is within the loss trough after
the peak corresponding to Fig. 9. In these images, it can be
observed that reflected shockwaves return to the trailing edge with
a phase lag of 3 cycles, at the right moment to meet a newly
formed shock on the side it was shed from. Hence, the shock-
waves now return at a moment when they are moving in the oppo-
site direction to the motion of the shear layers, discouraging
vortex shedding, and thereby reducing the kinetic energy loss, as
observed on Fig. 8.

For the mechanism described above, causing the observed loss
peaks and troughs, the reflected shockwave return phase lag deter-
mines the Mach numbers at which loss peaks or troughs occur. As
the freestream Mach number increases, the shed shockwaves are
increasingly swept back by the oncoming flow such that the phase
lag of the returning shockwaves increases with Mach number.
Figure 11 illustrates this. For a given size of trailing edge, as the
exit Mach number increases, the number of shockwaves present
across the passage increases, indicating greater shockwave return
cycle phase lags. As the phase lag increases with Mach number, a
succession of peaks and troughs are formed. It is observed that the
magnitude of the loss changes caused by the returning shock-
waves reduces as the phase lag of the returning shockwaves
increases such that peaks and troughs become hard to identify in
the loss data on Fig. 8 for vortex shedding cycle phase lags above
five cycles.

The shockwave reflections experienced by a trailing edge in the
isolated trailing edge rig are not the same as those experienced by
a trailing edge in a cascade. In particular, in the isolated trailing
edge rig, reflections are present on both sides whereas, in a cas-
cade, reflections are only present on the pressure side of the trail-
ing edge, with the reflection occurring from the suction surface of
the adjacent blade. The cascade rig results do show the presence
of peaks and troughs, corresponding to the same shockwave cycle
phase lags on the Schlieren images as observed in the isolated
trailing edge rig, indicating that a single reflection is sufficient for
this phenomenon to occur.

Figure 12 shows plots of loss against Mach number for the cas-
cade rig trailing edges at a fixed inlet stagnation pressure of
2.0 bar. For the 16.2% of throat round trailing edge, a clear peak
and trough is visible at around Mach 0.85. Schlieren images show
that the peak corresponds to a 3.5 cycle phase lag, while the
trough corresponds to 4.0 cycle phase lag. Loss peaks and troughs

Table 2 Range of TE sizes tested

Shape Sizes (te/o)/%

Round 7.8 7.4 6.5 5.5 4.6 3.7 2.8 1.9
Square 7.8 5.5 3.7 1.9
Elliptical 7.4 5.5 3.7

Fig. 6 Comparison of square, round, and elliptical trailing
edge geometries tested in the isolated trailing edge rig

Table 3 Cascade rig details

No. passages 4
Nominal chord (cnom) � 100 mm
Axial chord (cax/cnom) � 0.44
Aspect ratio � 1
Throat size (o/cnom) � 0.19
Pitch : chord ratio � 0.85
Inlet angle 0 deg
Exit angle �75 deg
TE wedge angle 11 deg
Exit Mach number (M2is) 0.40–0.97
Inlet stagnation pressure (P01) 0.1–2 bar
Exit Reynolds number range (Re2):
at M2is¼ 0.90 140,000–2,600,000
at M2is¼ 0.40 80,000–1,500,000
Inlet turbulence (Tu) 4%

Fig. 7 Sketch of cascade rig trailing edges
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are less distinct for the 16.2% of throat square trailing edge; how-
ever, the two loss steps at Mach 0.75 and Mach 0.85 correspond
to 3.5 cycle and 4.5 cycle reflected shockwave phase delay, as
observed on the Schlieren images, indicating that though small in
magnitude, they are in fact peaks and troughs of the same sort
observed in the isolated trailing edge rig. Examining the prior lit-
erature, at least one example of unexplained loss peaks and
troughs of transonic turbine blades that could be explained by the
mechanism detailed here is found in Gostelow’s Cascade Aerody-
namics book [21].

Influence of Isolated Trailing Edge Rig Boundary

Layers and Trailing Edge Shapes

In order to separate the underlying effects of trailing edge shape
and boundary layers from the peaks and troughs identified in the
Transonic Vortex Shedding Shockwave Interference section, lines
of best fit have been fitted to the data, to smooth out the effects of
the peaks and troughs, shown on Fig. 13. These lines of best fit
are used when plotting loss against trailing edge thickness for the
isolated trailing edge rig data, to show the underlying trends more
clearly.

Influence of Boundary Layer Thickness on Round Trailing
Edges. To investigate the influence of boundary layers in the iso-
lated trailing edge rig, a trip-wire was added to the suction surface,
to thicken the suction surface boundary layer relative to the trailing
edge. This trip-wire was positioned near the leading edge, at 4% of
chord along the blade. Figure 14 shows the pressure and suction
surface boundary layer momentum thickness and shape factor plot-
ted against Mach number, from boundary layer profiles measured
by a flattened Pitot. At Mach 0.90, the suction surface trip-wire
approximately doubles the thickness of the suction surface bound-
ary layer, without significantly affecting the shape factor.

Figure 15 shows the trailing edge loss fte (calculated as the dif-
ference between the overall loss and the loss of the sharp trailing
edge blade) plotted against the trailing edge thickness, for both
tripped and untripped suction surface boundary layers. First, we

examine the loss without the trip-wire. Trailing edges smaller
than te/o¼ 3% generate less loss per unit thickness, and are less
sensitive to the flow Mach number, than trailing edges larger than
te/o¼ 3%. Examining the Schlieren images on Fig. 11, it can be
seen that the shed shockwaves from the te/o¼ 1.9% trailing edge
appear weaker than those of the thicker trailing edges, judged by
the imaged density gradients. These findings can be explained by
the boundary layers being sufficiently thick, relative to the trailing
edge, to dampen vortex shedding from smaller trailing edges. By
dampening vortex shedding, the boundary layers either prevent
transonic vortex shedding or weaken it such that less loss is gener-
ated. In addition, as the trailing edge gets smaller relative to the
boundary layers, more of the fluid entrained into the vortex street
will be boundary layer fluid, which has less kinetic energy to lose.

On Fig. 15, with the suction surface trip-wire, and therefore a
thicker suction surface boundary layer, lower loss boundary layer
dominated trailing edge flow is maintained to a higher trailing
edge thickness of approximately te/o¼ 4%, as would be expected
from the above explanation.

Figure 16 plots the overall blade loss, normalized by the bound-
ary layer loss, against the trailing edge thickness relative to the
sum boundary layer momentum thickness. Using this, scaling
agreement is achieved between the measured loss of the round
trailing edges with and without trip-wires. This implies that te/Rh
captures the underlying physics governing the influence of bound-
ary layers of the type encountered in the isolated trailing edge on
the trailing edge flow. Figure 16 shows that, for boundary layers
similar to those present in the isolated trailing edge rig, if the trail-
ing edge thickness is less than seven times the sum momentum
thickness of the boundary layers, the boundary layers are suffi-
ciently thick to prevent transonic vortex shedding from increasing
the loss of the trailing edge.

Isolated Trailing Edge Rig Square Versus Round Trailing
Edges. At Mach numbers over 0.60, for trailing edges behind
which transonic vortex shedding occurs, the loss of round trailing
edges thicker than 5.5% of throat is higher than that of the equiva-
lent size square trailing edges in the isolated trailing edge rig (see

Fig. 8 Kinetic energy loss plotted against Mach number for square, round, and elliptical trail-
ing edges of different sizes, from the isolated trailing edge rig, with the sharp trailing edge
included for reference (*elliptical trailing edge has te/o 5 7.4%)
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Fig. 8). For the trailing edges smaller than 5.5% of throat, the
boundary layers are sufficiently thick to restrain the strength of
transonic vortex shedding, and the round trailing edges have lower
loss than square trailing edges, as is normally observed for trailing
edges experiencing subsonic vortex shedding [5].

Figure 17 shows a sequence of Schlieren images arranged at
equal time intervals around the shedding cycle of a square trailing
edge (of te/o¼ 7.8%) in the isolated trailing edge rig, at Mach
0.70. Compared to Fig. 2, Fig. 9, or Fig. 10, showing round trail-
ing edges, the most significant difference is that the sharp corners
of the square trailing edge fix the locations of the separation points
of the shear layers. As a result, the vortices form from each corner
behind the square trailing edge, whereas for round trailing edges
the vortices form near to the center of the base region when tran-
sonic vortex shedding is occurring.

The limitations that the sharp corners of square trailing edges
impose on the vortex shedding cycle limit the magnitude of the
changes that occur in the flow field when transonic vortex shedding
starts to occur behind square trailing edges; thus, the maximum
increase in loss that transonic vortex shedding can cause is limited
for square trailing edges. In contrast, for round trailing edges, tran-
sonic vortex shedding is able to increase the magnitude of the
motion of the shear layers more, and thereby strengthen vortex

shedding and increase the loss more. Figure 18, which plots f/fBL

against te/Rh for the isolated trailing edge rig square trailing edges,
supports this argument. Where the loss of round trailing edges
(Fig. 16) continues to grow as the trailing edges get thicker relative
to the boundary layers up to at least te/Rh � 20, for square trailing
edges (Fig. 18), the rate of loss increase with increasing trailing
edge thickness reduces for trailing edges thicker than te/Rh � 10.
This implies that, in the isolated trailing edge rig, above te/Rh �
10 the sharp corners of the square trailing edges become limiting.

Isolated Trailing Edge Rig Elliptical Trailing Edges. Under
almost all conditions tested, elliptical trailing edges have lower
loss than square or round trailing edges (see Figs. 8 and 12). At
Mach numbers below 0.55, when transonic vortex shedding does
not occur, the loss advantage of elliptical trailing edges is rela-
tively small, typically at most 20% of the overall loss. When tran-
sonic vortex shedding is occurring for square and round trailing
edges, much larger loss advantages are measured for the elliptical
trailing edges, reaching 80% of the overall loss in the isolated
trailing edge rig, at Mach 0.90 for the thickest trailing edge tested
(7.8% of throat).

Figure 19 shows a Schlieren image of the 7.4% of throat ellipti-
cal trailing edge in the isolated trailing edge rig at Mach 0.70.

Fig. 9 Ordered sequence of Schlieren images for the isolated trailing edge rig TE of te/
o 5 7.8%, at Mte,is 5 0.737. The sequence starts at the point of formation of a shock on the suc-
tion side, labeled S. S-1, S-2 and S-3 are the shocks shed 1, 2, and 3 cycles ago, respectively.
The shocks shed from the pressure side are similarly labeled P, P-1, P-2, and P-3; Image 6 is
the same as image 1, with the labels incremented by 1 cycle.
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Figure 19 shows that the shear layers separating from either side
of the elliptical trailing edge remain stable, and do not roll up into
vortices until approximately a trailing edge thickness downstream
of the trailing edge, leaving a small “dead air” region. This means
the vortices do not interact directly with the trailing edge, and
transonic vortex shedding does not occur.

Figure 20 shows f/fBL plotted against te/Rh for the isolated
trailing edge rig elliptical trailing edges. Figure 20 confirms that
the loss of the elliptical trailing edge remains at levels typical of
subsonic or boundary layer dominated vortex shedding up to at
least Mach 0.90, and trailing edge to sum boundary layer momen-
tum thickness ratios up to approximately 20.

Influence of Cascade Rig Trailing Edge Shapes and

Boundary Layers

At the maximum inlet stagnation pressure (2.0 bar, correspond-
ing to Re2¼ 2.6� 106 at M2,mix¼ 0.90), as plotted on Fig. 12, the
behavior of the cascade rig trailing edges is very similar to the iso-
lated trailing edge rig trailing edges on Fig. 8. The thicker 16.2%
of throat trailing edges behave similarly to the isolated trailing
edge rig trailing edges of te/o> 5.5%, with transonic vortex shed-
ding occurring, and the round trailing edge loss overtaking the
loss of the square trailing edge for Mach numbers over 0.80. The
thinner 8.1% of throat cascade rig trailing edges are boundary
layer dominated and behave like the isolated trailing edge rig

trailing edges of te/o< 5.5%. The trailing edge thicknesses rela-
tive to the throat at which the trailing edges cease to be boundary
layer dominated are different between the isolated trailing edge
rig and the cascade rig as the blades in the two rigs do not have
the same boundary layer thicknesses.

Figure 21 shows the evolution of the loss of the 16.2% of throat
cascade rig trailing edges as the Reynolds number is varied. At a
Reynolds number of 2� 106, transonic vortex shedding abruptly
starts to occur behind the 16.2% of throat round trailing edge, as
shown in the Schlieren images in Fig. 22, which shows images
taken either side of the change.

To allow comparison to the results of Sieverding and
Heinemann [12], a point Schlieren photometry technique follow-
ing Bryanston-Cross and Camus [22] was used to measure the
vortex shedding frequency. At Reynolds numbers below 2� 106,

a Strouhal number of 0.29 was measured, while at Reynolds num-
bers above 2� 106, a Strouhal number of 0.19 was measured. Sie-
verding and Heinemann found that for round trailing edges, if
both the pressure and suction surface boundary layers are turbu-
lent, the Strouhal number is below 0.25. If both boundary layers
are laminar, the Strouhal number is between 0.30 and 0.40. For
mixed boundary layers (one laminar, one turbulent), the Strouhal
number took an intermediate value, between 0.25 and 0.30. Sie-
verding and Heinemann confirmed these results at Mach numbers
up to Mach 0.90.

Fig. 10 Ordered sequence of Schlieren images for the isolated trailing edge round TE of te/
o 5 7.8%, at Mte,is 5 0.80. The sequence starts at the point of formation of a shock on the suc-
tion side, labeled S. S-1, S-2, and S-3 are the shocks shed 1, 2, and 3 cycles ago, respectively.
The shocks shed from the pressure side are similarly labeled P, P-1, P-2, and P-3; Image 6 is
the same as image 1, with the labels incremented by 1 cycle.
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Therefore, from Sieverding and Heinemann’s [12] results, it is
inferred that the sudden change in flow structure and loss is due to
the presence of a laminar-turbulent transition in one of the bound-
ary layers, while the other boundary layer is turbulent. The transi-
tioning boundary layer must be the pressure side boundary layer,
as the flow on the pressure side is accelerating along its entire

length, holding the pressure side boundary layer laminar to higher
Reynolds numbers than the suction side boundary layer, which
experiences a rapid acceleration followed by a gradual diffusion.

Figure 21 shows that the inferred laminar pressure surface
boundary layer does not prevent transonic vortex shedding from
the square trailing edge, for which transonic vortex shedding per-
sists down to a Reynolds number of 3� 105. This is in agreement
with Sieverding and Heinemann’s [12] study, which concluded
that square trailing edges had “a similar effect on the Strouhal
number as a large increase in the Reynolds number” compared to
a Round trailing edge.

Figure 23 shows Schlieren images of the 16.2% of throat square
trailing edges in the cascade rig. On the left, the square trailing
edges are shown at a Reynolds number of 2.5� 105, prior to the
onset of transonic vortex shedding. The light beam deflections
imaged by the Schlieren apparatus are related to the density of the
flow [23] such that at this low Reynolds number condition, and
therefore low density, the deflections are small, barely more than
those caused by striations in the glass windows. It can just be dis-
cerned in this image that stable separations form from the trailing
edge, that roll up into vortices about one trailing edge thickness
downstream of the trailing edge. This is very similar to the flow
seen behind the 16.2% of throat round trailing edges prior to the
onset of transonic vortex shedding in Fig. 22. On the right of
Fig. 23, the 16.2% of throat square trailing edge blades are shown
at a Reynolds number of 2.6� 106, clearly exhibiting transonic
vortex shedding.

In accordance with the isolated trailing edge rig results, the
elliptical trailing edges in the cascade rig were never observed to

Fig. 11 Schlieren images of a range of sizes of round trailing edges from the isolated trailing edge rig at exit Mach numbers
from 0.6 to 0.9

Fig. 12 Kinetic energy loss plotted against Mach number for
the cascade rig trailing edges, at the maximum inlet stagnation
pressure of 2.0 bar. (Re2c 5 1.5 3 106 at M2,mix 5 0.40, rising to
2.5 3 106 at M2,mix 5 0.90).
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Fig. 13 Kinetic energy loss plotted against Mach number for square, round, and elliptical
trailing edges of different sizes, and the sharp trailing edge, from the isolated trailing edge rig,
with lines of best fit (*elliptical trailing edge has te/o 5 7.4%)

Fig. 14 Boundary layer momentum thickness and shape factor
in the isolated trailing edge rig, with and without suction sur-
face trip

Fig. 15 Trailing edge loss (fte) plotted against te/o for the iso-
lated trailing edge rig round trailing edges, with and without a
suction surface trip-wire

Fig. 16 Loss scaled by boundary layer loss plotted against
trailing edge thickness scaled by the sum boundary layer
momentum thickness, for round trailing edges in the isolated
trailing edge rig
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exhibit transonic vortex shedding. As a result, the loss level of the
elliptical trailing edges stays at that expected for subsonic vortex
shedding such that the 16.2% of throat elliptical trailing edged
blades have loss that is approximately half the loss of the same
size square or round trailing edge blades, at Reynolds numbers
over 2� 106 on Fig. 21. Figure 24 shows a Schlieren image of the

Fig. 17 Schlieren images spaced at equal time intervals around a vortex shedding cycle,
behind a square trailing edge (of te/o 5 7.8%) at Mach 0.70. Image 6 is a repeat image at the
same phase as image 1.

Fig. 18 Trailing edge loss (fte) plotted against te/o for the iso-
lated trailing edge rig square trailing edges, with and without a
suction surface trip-wire

Fig. 19 Schlieren image of the elliptical trailing edge of te/
o 5 7.4% in the isolated trailing edge rig, at Mach 0.70
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16.2% of throat elliptical trailing edge, at a Reynolds number of
2.6� 106. Stable separations are observed, with vortices only
forming approximately a trailing edge diameter downstream of
the trailing edge. This is similar to the 16.2% of throat round

Fig. 20 Trailing edge loss (fte) plotted against te/o for the iso-
lated trailing edge rig elliptical trailing edges, with and without
a suction surface trip-wire

Fig. 21 Plot of loss against exit Reynolds number at
M2,mix 5 0.90, for the 16.2% of throat cascade rig trailing edges.
The sharp trailing edge is included for reference.

Fig. 22 Schlieren images of the 16.2% of throat round trailing
edge blades in the cascade rig, at M2,mix 5 0.90. Left—
Re2 5 1.3 3 106, right—Re2 5 2.6 3 106.

Fig. 23 Schlieren images of the 16.2% of throat square trailing
edge blades in the cascade rig, at M2,mix 5 0.90. Left—
Re2 5 2.5 3 105, right—Re2 5 2.6 3 106.

Fig. 24 Schlieren image of the 16.2% of throat elliptical trailing
edge blades in the cascade rig, at M2,mix 5 0.90, Re2 5 2.6 3 106
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trailing edge at Reynolds numbers below 2� 106, or the same size
square trailing edge at Reynolds numbers below 3� 105.

Figure 25 plots the kinetic energy loss of the smaller 8.1% of
throat cascade rig trailing edges against Reynolds number, again
at Mach 0.90. The cascade rig boundary layers were sufficiently
thick to prevent transonic vortex shedding from the 8.1% of throat
trailing edges such that the trailing edge loss remains less than a
third of the overall loss, and the elliptical trailing edge has a
smaller loss advantage over the other geometries.

Comparison Between Isolated Trailing Edge Rig and Cas-
cade Rig Trailing Edges. Qualitatively, the cascade rig results are
in good agreement with the results of the isolated trailing edge rig.
In particular, in both rigs, shockwave interference is observed to
affect the loss of trailing edges exhibiting transonic vortex shed-
ding, thicker boundary layers relative to the trailing edge are
observed to suppress transonic vortex shedding, and elliptical trail-
ing edges are effective at suppressing transonic vortex shedding.

To assess the quantitative agreement between the two rigs,
Fig. 26 plots overall loss normalized by the loss of the sharp blade
against the trailing edge thickness, also normalized by the sharp
blade loss, for all the tests performed at Mach 0.90 in both rigs.
The loss of the sharp trailing edge is used instead of the sum
boundary layer momentum thickness used on Figs. 16,18, and 20,
as boundary layer traverses were not available for the cascade rig
blades. For the cascade rig data, at values of (te/o)/fsharp> 7.5,
two values of loss are present for each value of (te/o)/fsharp; this
occurs because the loss of the sharp blade rises at exit Reynolds
numbers over 2� 106, due to the inferred transition to turbulence
on the pressure surface at this Reynolds number.

The onset of transonic vortex shedding for the cascade rig trail-
ing edges on Fig. 26 is delayed to higher trailing edge thickness to
boundary layer ratios, compared to the isolated trailing edge rig
results. There are several potential explanations for this discrep-
ancy between the two rigs. First, the boundary layers in the two
rigs are different, those in the isolated trailing edge rig were always
turbulent or transitional, whereas those in the cascade rig are lami-
nar at some conditions. In addition, whereas with the suction sur-
face trip-wire present in the isolated trailing edge rig, the suction
surface boundary layer was approximately twice the thickness of
the pressure surface boundary layer, the boundary layer asymmetry
is thought to be much greater in the cascade rig: a crude estimate
of the suction surface boundary layer being approximately six
times thicker than the pressure surface boundary layer in the cas-
cade rig can be obtained by making measurements on the Schlieren
images. Further, shockwave reflections are only present on the
pressure side of the cascade rig trailing edges, whereas they are
present on both sides in the isolated trailing edge rig.

The increased asymmetry (both of the boundary layers and
reflected shockwaves) and the presence of laminar boundary
layers are thought to cause the quantitative differences seen on
Fig. 26. In the presence of laminar boundary layers, and boundary
layers with high asymmetry, a more advanced characterization of
the boundary layers than (te/o)/fsharp or te/Rh is therefore thought
to be necessary to capture the effects of the boundary layers on
the onset of transonic vortex shedding. Overall, it is still the case
that no trailing edge with sum boundary layer momentum thick-
nesses greater than 1/7th of the trailing edge thickness has been
observed to exhibit transonic vortex shedding in the present work,
and so this may still be a useful criterion for the onset of transonic
vortex shedding, similar to the use of critical Reynolds numbers
for judging the likelihood of laminar to turbulent transition in
boundary layers.

Conclusions

(1) Transonic vortex shedding, which occurs due to the sepa-
rated shear layers reaching supersonic Mach numbers dur-
ing the vortex shedding cycle, is responsible for large
increases in the loss of blunt trailing edges at Mach num-
bers over 0.55. Certain blades with trailing edges that
exhibit transonic vortex shedding have been measured to
have twice the loss of blades with the same thickness trail-
ing edges that suppress transonic vortex shedding.

(2) The reflections of shed shockwaves from an adjacent blade
(or other wall), originating from transonic vortex shedding,
have been shown to be capable of encouraging or discour-
aging vortex shedding, depending on whether the motion of
the shockwave reflections is in phase with the motion of the
trailing edge shear layers when the shockwaves return. This
phenomenon has been observed to cause peaks and troughs
in the loss of trailing edges that exhibit transonic vortex
shedding.

(3) The boundary layers at the trailing edge have a strong influ-
ence over the flow structure and loss downstream of the
trailing edge. All blades measured with sum boundary layer
momentum thicknesses greater than 1/7th of the trailing
edge thickness did not exhibit increased loss due to tran-
sonic vortex shedding, presumed to be due to the dampen-
ing effect of the boundary layers on the trailing edge flow.
The presence of a laminar pressure surface boundary layer
has also been found to suppress transonic vortex shedding
from round trailing edges but not square trailing edges.

(4) Square trailing edges have been found to partially restrict
transonic vortex shedding due to sharp corners fixing the
shear layer separation points. As a result, certain square
trailing edges can have lower loss than the same size round

Fig. 25 Plot of loss against exit Reynolds number at
M2,mix 5 0.90, for the 8.1% of throat cascade rig trailing edges.
The sharp trailing edge is included for reference.

Fig. 26 Plot of overall loss normalized by the loss of the sharp
blade against the trailing edge thickness normalized by the loss
of the sharp blade, for all trailing edges tested at Mach 0.90
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trailing edge, when both are exhibiting transonic vortex
shedding.

(5) 2:1 major to minor ratio elliptical trailing edges have been
found to be capable of suppressing transonic vortex shed-
ding, giving considerable loss advantages over square or
round trailing edges if the square or round trailing edges
are exhibiting transonic vortex shedding.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

CR ¼ cascade rig
Ek ¼ kinetic energy

f ¼ frequency
H ¼ boundary layer shape factor

KE ¼ kinetic energy
M ¼ Mach number
o ¼ throat width
P ¼ pressure

Re ¼ Reynolds number
St ¼ Strouhal number (f*te/U)
te ¼ trailing edge thickness

Tu ¼ turbulence intensity in flow direction
U ¼ velocity
f ¼ kinetic energy loss coefficient—defined in Eq. (1)

fBL ¼ component of KE loss coefficient due to boundary layers
(taken to be equivalent to the loss of a sharp blade)

fte ¼ component of KE loss coefficient due to trailing edge
(calculated using fte¼ f� fBL)

h ¼ boundary layer momentum thickness

Subscripts

ax ¼ axial
BL ¼ boundary layer

is ¼ isentropic
max ¼ maximum
mix ¼ mixed out

sharp ¼ of a sharp trailing edge
te ¼ at the trailing edge

0 ¼ stagnation quantity
1 ¼ inlet
2 ¼ exit
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